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Friday 13th February 2015
Dear parents/carers,
PE Kit Reminder
From observing children’s attitudes and participation in PE lessons recently, I have noticed that PE kit
within the school is becoming slightly ‘relaxed’ at the moment. Below is a reminder of our school
expectations towards PE lessons:







Children should have the following kit with them throughout the entire week in a PE bag:
o Indoor kit –
 yellow t-shirt;
 plain black shorts;
 white socks;
 suitable trainers/daps.
o Outdoor kit – same as indoor kit plus jogging bottoms and top for colder weather;
Please ensure all kit is clearly marked with the child’s name.
Earrings – should be removed before PE lessons or covered with tape;
Long hair – should be tied back with a hair band;
Water bottle – children should have a clear, plastic water bottle ready to take to PE lessons with
them.
Swimming kit – as detailed in swimming letter for Y3/4.

Uniform can be purchased from Norton Sports & Camping on the High Street, or from our online shop
at www.mapac.com.
We would appreciate any donations of any old PE kit and sports trainers that parents may have
rattling around at home. If you do have anything we could use as spare kit, please send it into school
in a marked carrier bag.
By ensuring your child has the correct kit in school at the right times, it goes a long way to improving
the attitudes and performance from the children within PE lessons. Please take some time this halfterm to make sure your child has everything they need to enable them to participate in their PE
lessons appropriately as this will be being monitored more closely from now on.

Many thanks,

Mr Andrew
PE Co-ordinator

